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The Stanford Prison Experiment



Positivist Research Guidelines

• Read these in the book chapter if you haven’t already

• They look a lot like the slides we covered on “what is good science”

• This is a positivist class.  For better or worse.



Positivist Research Guidelines

• Test ideas against empirical reality without becoming too personally 

invested in a particular outcome

• Plan and carry out investigations systematically

• Document all procedures and disclose them publicly

• Clarify Assumptions

• Specify the meaning of all the terms

• Maintain a skeptical stance toward current knowledge

• Replicate research and build social theory

• Search for regularities and patterns



Ethics for Human Subjects Research

• No harm to subjects

• Voluntary participation

• Researcher should disclose his identity

• Avoid deception (sometimes)

• Anonymity of the subjects must be maintained unless explicitly and 

voluntarily waived

• Benefits should outweigh the potential risks

• Human Subjects Review Boards

• AKA Internal Review Boards



Research Ethics: Abuse rooted in racism

• Research by Nazi doctors conducted on Jewish prisoners

• Tuskeegee Syphillis experiment

• Milgram’s experiments

• Humphrey’s research for The Tearoom Trade
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The Milgram Results

• 65% (26 of 40) of Yale subjects went all the way

Only 48% of the Bridgeport warehouse replication did

Other variations:

•If victim is seen not just heard: 40%

•If victim is touched physically it is 30%

•When subjects could avoid direct monitoring and supervision many 

cheated and gave a lesser shock

•And when subject was part of a (carefully orchestrated) group 

where the others (assistants) refused 90% refused



Clicker Question

• If you were on the IRB, would you have allowed Humphrey’s research in 

the tearoom trade to move forward?

• A. Yes

• B. No



Other examples 

• Interviewing the IRA

• Studying vote buying in the Philippines

• Anthropologists embedding with the US military in Iraq and Afghanistan


